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       The ultimate hate speech is to endorse homosexuality. 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt

Mr Obama you're not a healing Jesus, you cause cancer with your bad
policies. 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt

Ive heard about cases when people repented of pornography and were
healed of liver cancer. 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt

If the Bible will not give eternal benefits to homosexuals, if they cannot
inherit the kingdom of God, why, Klingenschmitt asked, on this world,
should they get bonus pay or employment benefits? 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt

We pray against the domestic enemies of the Constitution, against this
demon of tyranny who is using the White House occupant. That
demonic spirit is oppressing us. 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt

The marketing of homosexuality has an agenda, and that is to
repopulate their population by recruiting the children of homosexuals. 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt

It is possible for the devil to inhabit animals the same way he inhabits
humans and that causes a sin of lust. 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt

American law needs to reflect gods law. 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt

Sodomy will always be a sin with god, even if its legal in
Massachusetts. 
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~Gordon Klingenschmitt

If you get three women and a dog together and they all mate together
they're not gonna have a baby 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt

[Wendy Davis is] ruled by a demon of murder. 
~Gordon Klingenschmitt
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